
HAZRIQIDRUS
Creative Leadership & Public Speaking Strategist

(Note for Event Emcee: Feel free to adjust the script based on your personality and
style, but please put the best of yourself as you read this introduction. Your energy
and enthusiasm will be felt by the audience.)

SPEAKER INTRODUCTION (STANDARD INTRO)

Good morning / afternoon / evening!

Our speaker/presenter for today, Hazriq Idrus, is a stage actor turned
professional speaker who is passionate about creative thinking,
communications and leadership; and how these three work
hand-in-hand. His mission: To help professionals and aspiring leaders
build their creative leadership & public speaking powers.

Hazriq is the author of the book, “The Stage Fright Antidote!” and
“Creative Leadership”. As a keynote speaker & workshop leader,
Hazriq uses interactive & theatre improvisation approaches in his
delivery that creates a high-energy and unique presentation; delivered
to the audience in a way they will never forget.

On top of what he does, he also delivers modules on Creativity,
Innovation & Design Thinking as an Associate Lecturer at Ngee Ann
Polytechnic, Singapore. Hazriq is still actively acting in the performing
arts scene - both television & stage - to keep himself adept in creativity
and creative-thinking.

Ladies and Gentlemen, please join me and put our hands together and
welcome....Hazriq Idrus!!

(Ref: http://bit.ly/HazriqSpeakerIntro)
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HAZRIQIDRUS
Creative Leadership & Public Speaking Strategist

(Note for Event Emcee: Feel free to adjust the script based on your personality and
style, but please put the best of yourself as you read this introduction. Your energy
and enthusiasm will be felt by the audience.)

SPEAKER INTRODUCTION (SHORT INTRO)

Good morning / afternoon / evening!

Our speaker/presenter for today, Hazriq Idrus, is a stage actor turned
professional speaker who is passionate about creative thinking,
communications and leadership; and how these three work
hand-in-hand. He is the author of personal growth books, “The Stage
Fright Antidote!” and “Creative Leadership”. His mission: To help
professionals and aspiring leaders build their creative leadership &
public speaking powers.

Ladies and Gentlemen, please join me and put our hands together and
welcome....Hazriq Idrus!!
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